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SAMMANFATTNING

Sammanfattning
Utvecklingen inom chipdesignteknologin gör det numera möjligt att bygga hanterbara
kamerasystem för inhämtning av så kallade depth maps, bilder med djupinformation.
Bilder och film med djupinformation öppnar nya användningsområden inom datorgrafik
och datorseende, och kommer att behöva bearbetas i allt större utsträckning.
Denna bearbetning medför ett krav på ett standardiserat dataformat för utbyte av bildoch filmdata med djupinformation, och tillhörande mjukvara för att överföra inhämtad
data till detta videoformat.
Denna rapport belyser många synvinklar i denna problematik, där områden som
datainhämtning, de redan tillgängliga verktygen för datakodning och möjliga framtida
användningar behandlas.
Dessutom presenteras en mjukvaruarkitektur som förverkligar alla dessa krav.
Kodaren består av en samling program som genererar MPEG Z/Alpha, ett MPEG2baserat dataformat. MPEG Z/Alpha innehåller utöver MPEG2:s standarddataströmmar
en extra dataström som överför djupinformationen (och transparensen) i bilden.
Avkodaren TexMPEG är ett C-bibliotek som hanterar MPEG Z/Alpha-avkodning i
minnet. Mycket möda har lagts på videoavkodningens parallelisering, vilket har
resulterat i att TexMPEG tillåter parallel och synkroniserad avkodning av multipla
videoströmmar.
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SUMMARY

Summary
The progression of technical development has yielded practicable camera systems for
the acquisition of so called depth maps, images with depth information.
Images and movies with depth information open the door for new types of applications
in the area of computer graphics and computer vision. That implies that they will need
to be processed in all increasing volumes.
Increased depth image processing puts forth the demand for a standardized data format
for the exchange of image data with depth information, both still and animated.
Software to convert acquired depth data to such videoformats is highly necessary.
This diploma thesis sheds light on many of the issues that come with this new set of
issues. It spans from data acquisition over readily available software for the data
encoding to possible future applications.
Further, a software architecture fulfilling all of the mentioned demands is presented.
The encoder is comprised of a collection of UNIX programs that generate
MPEG Z/Alpha, an MPEG2 based video format. MPEG Z/Alpha contains beside
MPEG2's standard data streams one extra data stream to store image depth information
(and transparency).
The decoder suite, called TexMPEG, is a C library for the in-memory decompression of
MPEG Z/Alpha. Much effort has been put into video decoder parallelization, and
TexMPEG is now capable of decoding multiple video streams not only in parallel, but
also synchronized to each other.
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PRELUDE

Prelude
This report is the result of a diploma thesis work that was conducted at the
supercomputer centre (RC), University of Groningen, Netherlands. The work has
partially been financed by this institution.
This thesis is of interest to people working in the media, visualization and computer
graphics industry, especially to those engineers that focus on video compositing, large
scale VR applications or do research with depth map applications.
MPEG video application developers (especially those developing for SGI
supercomputers) will be able to make good use of TexMPEG, the software
implementation that is used to demonstrate the ideas that are discussed in this diploma
thesis.
The thesis is divided into three parts. The first one presents the underlying ideas,
concepts and available software prerequisites that led to the creation of this thesis.
The second one focuses on the implementation of MPEG Z/Alpha, and the internal
architecture of the software, both for the encoder and the decoder.
The third part investigates the possible future applications using video with depth maps
and the TexMPEG software.
The author would also like to encourage the reader to examine the up-to-date online
content in [texmpeg_online], [mza_online] and, for developers, the online
documentation of the software in [TexMPEG Doxygen].
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BACKGROUND

1.

Background
This chapter introduces the reader to the concepts, environmental preconditions and
available software that lead to the idea for this diploma thesis.

1.1.

Depth map definition
Depth maps describe how far each image pixel was from the camera when the image
was acquired. Each pixel equals the color and distance of the ray that has emerged from
one object in the scene at the pixel's position.
It is important to define the units for the depth information, as there is no inherent
organization in the pixel depth as for the x and y coordinates.
Most depth map acquisition techniques deliver floating point values of varying
resolution. Some deliver integer values; in that case, a near and far-clipping plane must
be defined to determine the real range of these values.
Example:
A stereo camera system acquires two images of a living room that are processed into
one image with depth information. Its depth data units are therefore defined in meter,
with a minimum depth of 2.0 m, and a maximum depth of 8.0 m.
Figure 1.1 shows a typical, computer-generated, depth map.

Figure 1.1
above:color image
below: corresponding depth map (higher
intensity corresponds to shorter distance from
the camera plane)
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1.2.

Depth map acquisition
Several techniques are known to generate depth maps from real or virtual scenes. Each
have their special advantages and disadvantages. The desired outcome is an accurate
array of depth values that resemble the individual image pixels' distances from the
camera plane as accurately as possible.

1.2.1.

Synthetic depth maps
Computer generated images are an easy source of depth maps.
A software renderer or raytracer works internally with the object-eye distance. If the
programs can output this information besides the normal video data, a depth map of a
synthetic view can be obtained (see Figure 1.1).
One known format for such images with depth maps is Discreet's RPF format
([rpf_overview]), where RPF stands for Rich Pixel Format. It contains layers of extra
data channels from the renderer, where the image depth data is one of them.
This can be used to generate test data for depth map applications and to render synthetic
views for later use in Image Based real-time graphics.

1.2.2.

Stereo/Triple camera system
A multitude of stereo, or even triple camera systems (and accompanying software)
exists to generate depth maps from stereo images. This method is based on triangulation
and pinhole camera correction.
The method is cheap to implement, but
error-prone due to image noise and
pattern matching errors. In many cases of
real time acquisition, the image
processing is done on a personal
computer's CPU, which requires the
application to allocate computing
resources for depth map acquisition.

Figure 1.2: precalibrated stereo camera
( http://www.ptgrey.com/products/bumblebee/bumblebee.gif )

Figure 1.3: depth map acquisition system with three CCD sensors for improved depth analysis
(http://www.ptgrey.com/products/digiclops/digiclops.gif )

This method is currently not able to produce real-time depth maps in full video
resolution, but is quickly catching up with increasing CPU power.
2
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1.2.3.

Image Based Rendering
This method is related to the Stereo/Triple camera system approach, but uses separated
views of one object.
Image Based Rendering is a rather recent branch of computer graphics/computer vision
research. One of its most prominent researchers is Paul Debevec, especially his work in
[Debevec].
The article proposes a system to match real camera views to rough 3D models of e.g. a
building. First, a 3D model that describes the shown objects in the camera view is
constructed using human help. Now the computer is able to extract textures for the
object surfaces that the camera view has captured.
Afterwards, the difference in small details between the rough 3D model with textures
and the actual views can be rendered into depth maps that support the correct synthetic
view of the building with applied texture maps.
The renderer of these synthetic views can provide depth maps as mentioned above,
which leads to synthetic depth maps of a real camera image.

1.2.4.

Laser acquisition, wide range
The principle is as follows: A laser device slowly scans the scene line by line
horizontally, sending out laser pulses and measuring the time needed to return to the
origin. This generates a point cloud describing the surroundings; a digital camera can be
used to acquire color and luminance data on the scene, but matching the images with the
point cloud involves complex panoramic image manipulation.
The advantage is the scan's field of view and depth resolution – up to 360 degrees can
be achieved. The depth resolution is very high, compared to the other methods.

Figure 1.4: example for a long-range laser scanner
(http://www.cs.unc.edu/~ibr/projects/rangefinder/how_it_works/node4.html )

The obvious disadvantage is the slowness of this approach – each scan can take two to
several minutes to complete. Another one is the laser beam strength – it is not advisable
to expose the eyes of a live creature to it. Further it would not be possible to keep live
objects still for the time that a complete scan takes.
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1.2.5.

Laser acquisition, short range
Recent developments in CMOS fast gating technology allow real-time acquisition of
short range depth images, using the same lens for color and depth data.
One available implementation of this technology, the Z-Cam, acts as an extension to a
common TV studio camera. An infrared laser emitter sends out laser pulses that are
reflected by the objects in front of the lens; the reflected signal returns through the lens
and a special video splitter in a video gate unit that calculates the current depth map of
the recorded objects.
Full video resolution and full framerate (PAL: 720x576 at 25 fps) can be achieved with
this method. The system has a latency of 4 video frames to the available video color
signal.
The current cost for this technology is high; but miniaturization and mass production
could make short range laser acquisition affordable in the near future.

Figure 1.5: The Z-camera provides two data sources, one depth image in grayscale, one RGB color image
( http://www.3dvsystems.com/images/Operation2.jpg )

Figure 1.6: The camera analyzes an infrared laser pulse wavefront that returns to the studio cameras' lens
(http://www.3dvsystems.com/products/tech_drawing03.jpg)
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1.3.

MPEG video compression
MPEG is an abbreviation for "Motion Pictures Expert Group", a group of media
compression experts that have gathered some years ago to define an open and common
media compression standard.
Initially, MPEG1 was designed for internet media content, with no need to handle
interlaced video input. It was used on Video CDs (VCD) and other Internet based
content.
MPEG2 was then supposed to cover all broadcasted video formats, from PAL and
NTSC, the standard broadcast formats available today, to HDTV, an emerging TV
broadcasting format with considerably higher resolution than PAL or NTSC.
MPEG2 is therefore able to handle interlaced video content, and offers several other
small improvements, among them slice markers that allowed encoder and decoder
parallelization.
MPEG4 is currently about to be launched, and grants the use of algorithmic content that
is being recreated on the decoder CPU. It also supports image layers, and contains
notions of video objects in a movie stream (e.g. a moving tennis ball on a tennis court,
where only the ball's movement information is stored).
MPEG7 allows completely arbitrary content in a media file.
Common to all MPEG formats is that they are based on the notion of multiplexed data
packets. Audio, video and other data are first compressed into elementary data streams,
based on special media compression algorithms. Afterwards, the elementary streams are
packetized and serialized in one single data stream, the systems stream. This MPEG
system stream is what the consumer casually refers to as "MPEG file".
The video stream in itself is usually provided as RGB data in arbitrary resolution to the
encoder. The video encoder will then convert the image data to YUV color space,
perform a YUV 4:1:1 subsampling to reduce the data rate, and then compress the video
stream using a DCT image transformation. Afterwards, the DCT coefficients are
quantized and compressed using a Huffman algorithm.
Audio is usually treated similarly, using an MPEG Audio layer 2/3 compression
algorithm that discards frequencies of the audio signal which are almost unhearable for
a human listener. Audio can also be treated as uncompressed data (PCM audio), or be
compressed with an alternate algorithm (AC3 compression).
Subtitles are needed on DVD MPEG2 video files, and are encoded as 1- or 2-bit
graphics.
The MPEG system stream contains data packets, as mentioned before. Each of the data
packets is tagged with a subdatastream identification, and time stamps that tell the
decoder when this data packet is supposed to be decoded, and when it should be
presented to the media consumer.
Special synchronization tags allow the decoder to resynchronize after data stream
corruption (e.g. media errors or transmission errors), and thus to play the rest of the
media file.
More information can be found in [mpeg_comp_intro], [mpeg_faq] and [mpeg2_intro].
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1.4.

System hardware
The software presented in this diploma thesis
was mainly developed on the SGI Onyx 3400
supercomputer at the supercomputer centre in
Groningen, Netherlands. It is a shared memory
computer with the following technical features:
4 graphic pipes: Infinite Reality 3
512 Mb texture memory per pipe
16 x 500 MHz R14000 processors
main memory size: 20,480 MB (shared
between all CPUs)
500 Gb disk space
The computer is connected to a four-sided
CAVE (not shown) and a three screen VRtheatre, as sketched below.

Figure 1.7: SGI Onyx 3400 supercomputer at the RC
Groningen, NL
(http://oldwww.rug.nl/hpc/vc/IImage3.jpg )

projection
canvas

Figure 1.8: A sketch and a screenshot of the three projector arrangement
at the mentioned VR-theatre.
Notice the overlap between the projectors shown in the sketch.
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2.

Related technologies
This chapter explains technologies which are tightly related to the work presented in
this thesis.

2.1.

Relief textures
One of the recent applications of Image Based Rendering is the concept of relief
texturing [Oliveira]. Relief textures are camera views of an object, taken from several
viewpoints, but with the addition of depth information. Each camera view is a
combination of the image color data and depth information (the average distance from
the camera lens to the object in the pixel's exposure area).
The specialty about these images is the possibility to create synthesized views of the
object, if the object is not tilted too far from the original viewpoint. A good
approximation is a viewing angle of +/- 20 degrees in horizontal direction (Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1: A color image of a head, containing depth data, has been warped to be shown from three different
viewing angles

Relief textures' data processing is (mostly) independent of the shown scene complexity.
Therefore, even highly complex objects are rendered with the same time frame as less
complex ones.
Another interesting feature is the creation of 360 degree viewing freedom from several,
few object depth/color images. Depending on the viewing angle, the most adjacent
images are chosen and transformed to approximate the intermediate view.

Figure 2.2: Synthesizing intermediate views through the merger of adjacent color/depth images
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Unfortunately, this rendering method suffers from a number of restrictions.
The most important is that relief textures are restricted to objects without intercuts.
An intercut is the empty space behind an object surface that can be seen from one
camera view, but is hidden for another camera view.
If objects contain intercuts, then only those tilting axes that do not expose the intercuts
can be used. In the example shown above, the head will expose intercutting if the head
is rotated to expose the space behind the ears, and the viewer switches from the side
view to the back view. In one view, the ears will appear as if carved from stone, in the
next they will protrude correctly from the head, exposing the space between ear and
head.

Figure 2.3:
left: intercut behind the head's ear as the left texture has no data on the surface behind the ear
right: correct rendering after a slight rotation since the back head's texture dominates now

This restriction can be partially hidden by the intelligent switching of views and
interpolation between several views. But the technical restriction caused by the data
reduction remains.
A general solution can only be found by encoding several image layers with according
depths. But such multiple image layers can only be acquired with data acquisition
methods that „see through“ the object (e.g. computer tomography or computer
rendering).
See [oliveira_online] for the most recent updates on this topic.
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2.2.

Depth map backgrounds
A very common problem in video composition is the problem of automatic video
overlay.
The computer usually has no notion of the different objects that comprise a film scene,
and can thus not recognize the natural object depth in the scene. Therefore, a human
has to mark out the areas that are supposed to be "below" and "in front" in the scene
before any video overlay can happen.
A green screen or blue screen recording solves this problem if only two video streams
are involved; but every intersection of two objects, each from one video stream, has to
be manipulated by hand.
A depth map video stream, from whatever source, has no such restriction; several such
video streams can be overlaid, and their depicted objects will intersect correctly without
human intervention (see Background Replacement and Separation by Key in
[3DVSysDemo] ).
Furthermore, if such a video stream is mixed with real time computer graphics, the
graphics card will be able to do the intersection in real time.
This works by writing the video depth information into the Z depth buffer of the
graphics card. During the drawing of the real time 3D scene, the graphics processor will
then be able to determine the correct depth for each pixel, and intersect the video
imagery and 3D objects correctly.
It is thus possible to use prerendered, highly complex, animated backgrounds in 3D and
VR applications. This can be of special interest for simulator software where a high
degree of realism is desired.

Figure 2.4: mixing a prerendered RPF image, a head, with real-time computer graphics, a cube
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2.3.

Image recognition
Depth maps contain data that a human usually can extract easily from real life scenes,
but a computer cannot.
A lot of development time in computer vision is spent on the basic implementation of
stereo vision and object recognition.
The automatic acquisition of depth maps invites to a more modular approach; the
developer can concentrate on the higher level object identification and tracking
instead of spending time on object separation.
One example application is simple hand tracking in a scene recorded by a Z-Cam
(which generates depth maps in realtime) – a simple threshold filter is able to isolate the
hand that is pointed at the camera, and the computer can easily track it throughout the
scene. This allows the computer to use this positional data to steer objects in the scene
(see Real Time Tracking in [3DVSysDemo]).

Figure 2.5: Real time tracking of a user's hand, making the hand move a
computer generated sphere in realtime, as demonstrated on
http://www.3dvsystems.com/gallery/movies/Real_Time_Tracking.mpg

There has also been extensive research in the use of depth maps in face recognition
[imagerecognition].
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3.

Encoder suite
This chapter describes the set of software applications that generate MPEG Z/Alpha
streams.

3.1.

Introduction
MPEG Z/Alpha is an MPEG2 based video format (see [mpeg2_spec]), and can
therefore take advantage of a well defined and proven video and audio storage format.
The second advantage is that there is plenty of software available to take care of the
video and audio part of video media that need to be encoded.
One of these encoders is mpeg2enc, an OpenSource MPEG2 encoder developed within
the MJPEGTools, a collection of video processing tools. The author's longterm
involvement in this project and the open availability of the MJPEGTools' source code
made it a natural choice for an MPEG Z/Alpha encoder.
MPEG Z/Alpha media consist of three main parts:
video (pixel color and transparency data), audio and depth data. These are to be encoded
separately into MPEG2 compliant data streams. Afterwards, they are multiplexed into
an MPEG2 system stream that forms the final media file. Input data can be provided
from several sources, and the encoder's input pipeline for video provides an easy way to
do so.

3.2.

Input sources
For the moment, the only supported input format is Discreet's Rich Pixel Format (RPF),
an output format from the well-known 3D Studio MAX renderer.
RPF contains, besides the normal color image output, a number of extra data channels
that describe several additional pixel features, like its distance from the camera,
transparency, etc.
Most important in such an RPF file is each pixel's distance from the camera, which is
stored as one floating point value per pixel.
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RPF images

2D image

rpf2yuv

Uncompressed
YUV image data
YUV4MPEG

Z/Alpha data
.mza
mpeg2enc

depth

MPEG file (.mpg)
with additional
Z/Alpha content

mplex

.m2v

Figure 3.1: Data flow diagram over the encoding process. .mza, .m2v are intermediate data files, YUV4MPEG a piped dataflow.
The round shapes are involved applications.

This forms a depth map, and thus makes RPF an excellent test input format for the
MPEG Z/Alpha encoder.
RPF can only store one image at a time. For the rendering of an animation, a sequence
of RPF images is generated, where the images are usually named according to a certain
numbering scheme (img0000.rpf, img0001.rpf, etc.).
The author has written a new tool for the processing of RPF images, called rpf2yuv.
It is used to separate the RPF images' video and depth data, encodes the depth
information by itself and hands the video data over to mpeg2enc (see also Figure 3.1).
Sound is provided separately. The MPEG Z/Alpha completely relies on mpeg2enc's
sound encoding facilities. Once again, the pipeline structure of the MJPEGTools allows
the addition of other sound input. This is already available for AVI and Quicktime files,
and can later be extended to transcode from different depth video file formats to MPEG
Z/Alpha.
The author is currently not aware of any other formalized input format for depth video,
and can thus not provide any compatibility with other software in this area.
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3.2.1.

Video encoding
The rpf2yuv tool separates the video part out of a sequence of RPF files, and pipes them
in the uncompressed YUV format YUV4MPEG to the mpeg2enc encoder (see Figure
1.1).
Different video filters (e.g. yuvdenoise, a video denoiser) and scalers (yuvscaler) can be
put between the data source rpf2yuv and data sink mpeg2enc.
Mpeg2enc produces an MPEG2 video data stream based on the given parameters
(extension .m2v). MPEG Z/Alpha demands the video part to be of MPEG2 format, and
to have the same resolution as the depth map.

3.2.2.

Audio encoding
A renderer's output (e.g. an RPF image sequence) does not provide any sound. Sound
can be provided externally in the WAV file format. The encoding is done by sending
the WAV file to mp2enc, the MPEG Audio layer II encoder.
The final file (extension .mp2) is an MPEG2 audio data stream.

3.2.3.

Depth map encoding
This is the new part in the encoding process.
Rpf2yuv can not only extract video from the RPF image sequence, it also encodes the
according depth maps into a new kind of MPEG2 data stream, the .mza stream.
This data stream, with the preliminary stream ID 0x1f8, contains a sequence of depth
map images with the same time stamps and image order as the video image stream.
The stream ID was chosen because of its normal designation "Private Stream ID" in the
MPEG2 specification.
0x1f8

Header
length

Z
bitdepth

Z/Alpha
map size

Alpha
bitdepth

max
Z

min
Z

Z/Alpha
format

PNG reconstruction
table

Z/Alpha map data
(PNG image)

Picture 3.2: Anatomy of an unmultiplexed Z/Alpha data
substream (Z synonymous for depth). These streams use the
extension .mza and are an intermediate result of rpf2yuv.

The frames are compressed losslessly. Compression is done by encoding each depth
map into a 16 bit greyscale PNG image (Portable Network Graphics, see [png_doc]).
Since the PNG image standard also allows an extra Alpha channel, the software
provides a possibility to encode the transparency data channel of an RPF into the Alpha
channel of this PNG image (see also future applications in chapter 7, page 35).
This will generate either only greyscale (Z or Alpha) or greyscale/alpha (Z and Alpha)
images.
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Currently, there is no interframe compression, which means there is no compression
that takes advantage of the correlation between successive depth images on the timeline.
As the depth map values are floating point, they have to be converted to 16 bit integer
values first. This is done by traversing the depth map once to find the min/max values,
and then scaling the floating point values accordingly.
The image header contains a number of attributes that have to be taken into account
during the decoding of the scene:
The minimum and maximum depth floating point value is stored (zmin/zmax).


The mapping of the depth floats to integers can happen in a linear or logarithmic
manner, depending on the real depth characteristics of a scene (object vs. landscape).




PNG image encoding and the storage as one continuous data stream is not enough to
create an MPEG2 compliant data stream. All occurrences of the byte combination
0x00 0x00 0x01 have to be removed, since they are interpreted as a synchonization
tag inside the MPEG2 stream. A replacement table that is stored together with the
image header takes care of that problem.

The header can further contain information on camera position and camera target for
each image, to prepare the movie for being shown as an animation in a 3D environment,
see also chapter 7, page 35, on future applications. The current implementation is
unfortunately not yet able to store this data.
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3.2.4.

Multiplexing process
The MJPEGTool's multiplexing program, simply called mplex, takes care of the
merging of all fundamental data streams into one MPEG2 program stream. In this case,
it will create the desired MPEG Z/Alpha stream.
Mplex is not only responsible for the correct interleaving of the data packets from the
three data streams, it also has to ensure that they are packed in such an order that a
random access into the file will encounter the correct, matching data from all three data
streams. That is why mplex also produces time stamps for the packets.
Mplex had to be extended to recognize the mza data stream formed by rpf2yuv.
It behaves otherwise exactly like the original version used in the MJPEGTools.

Encoded audio stream(s)
(.pcm, .mp2, .ac3)
Encoded video stream(s)
(.m2v)

mplex

Encoded subtitle data
(1..n) (.sub)

MPEG
Program
Stream
(.mpg)

Depth data stream (.mza)
Figure 3.3: Summary of the multiplexing process. Subtitle data can exist in MPEG files, but is not mentioned in this
document.
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3.3.

Preliminary encoding results
First compression results of an example stream with the "laughing face" were
promising:
A short sequence of 60 frames with an 8 bit depth map, rendered in 3D Studio MAX,
was converted into an MPEG2 file.
The video sequence itself was an MPEG2 video file at 320x240 resolution, encoded
with mpeg2enc at a variable bitrate with a quality factor of 7 and a maximum bitrate of
4500 kBit/s. The resulting MPEG2 video stream had 940 kB in size.
The depth map stream was 688 kB in size. This correspons to a 60 percent increase in
size for the stream.
In the end of the project, 16 bit depth compression was introduced. The encoder and
decoder worked as expected, but a later review of the depth map stream size proved
astonishingly bad: The new depth stream had a size of 4.8 Megabyte.
The depth map encoder pipeline works flawlessly (the only parameter changed is the
pixel size), the problem must lie in the PNG file format for greyscale images.
The fourfold increase in image size could be due to an improportional increase of data
density in pixel data, according to the PNG developers. Among them is Adam M.
Costello, who suspects that this is not actually noise, but that it can still look like noise
for the purposes of compression. He estimates that neighboring samples tend to differ
by about 0.1% of full-scale. With 16-bit samples, the top 9 bits are very predictable (and
therefore very compressible), while the bottom 6 bits are almost completely
unpredictable (and therefore almost completely uncompressible).
Whatever the reason is, it shows that lossless encoding and non-interframe compression
is insufficient for the transmission of high-quality video with depth information.
More time needs to be put into the development of MPEG Z/Alpha depth map
transmission in 16 bit depth.
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4.

TexMPEG – decoder suite
This chapter describes the set of software libraries and programs that is able to decode
the given MPEG Z/Alpha and high resolution MPEG2 video streams.

4.1.

History
TexMPEG, the texture MPEG player library, was originally part of an MPEG video
player demonstrated in an VR application „MPEGia Island“ in the VR-theatre at the
university department NVIS in Norrköping, Sweden. MPEGia Island's virtual
environment contained a virtual TV screen that showed music videos.
From there, the author evolved it into the new library entity TexMPEG, which is
completely separate from the application it is used in.
The UNIX name for this library is texmpeg.
TexMPEG is based on the MPEG2 video decoder library libmpeg2, and contains special
extensions for parallel video decoding.

4.2.

Requirements
TexMPEG has been developed in Linux and IRIX – it uses the following libraries:
pthreads – Thread parallelization


libpng – PNG decoder library (used for the depth maps)


libao2 – Audio output library


libmpeg2 and libvo – MPEG2 video decoder library


libmad – MPEG Audio Layer III decoder library


libac3 – AC3 audio decoder library


The demo applications depend on the following libraries:
OpenGL – the industry standard for 3D applications


GLUT – an OpenGL utility toolkit for window creation, keyboard and mouse input,
etc.




OpenPerformer – scene graph based library, a Silicon Graphics product
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4.3.

Parallel design

Pansert (application)
texmpeg library
MPEG left

MPEG center

shared memory

MPEG right

Figure 4.1: Process/Control view of an example application, Pansert.
Pansert runs three MPEG file decoder processes, one for each screen in the VR-theatre.

One of the design goals of TexMPEG was to allow the parallel, but independent
decoding of several MPEG files. Therefore, a parallelization of the decoder was one of
the basic design decisions.
To avoid any potential internal interference between the MPEG decoders, one decoder
process is assigned to each MPEG process (see Figure 4.1 for an example).
The texmpeg library and the MPEG decoder processes communicate over shared
memory areas, where the texmpeg handle provided to the application is the pointer to
the shared memory struct. The application is forbidden to access this shared memory
struct directly.
Further it was necessary to parallelize the decoding of the video output, since a single
CPU in the SGI Onyx computers used was not strong enough to handle the dataload of
DVD resolution video (720 x 576), not to mention the resolution of the author's
VR-theatre video files (2160 x 576). See the explanation of the video threads for more
details.
The extra memory consumption of the video thread parallelization is negligible, since
all threads share the same temporary memory area for the decoded video frames and
never hold more than 64 kB of the MPEG2 video stream.
Each MPEG decoder process contains several threads to allow even more parallelization
over the CPUs in a shared memory system (see Figure 4.2).
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MPEG file
file read

demultiplexer
whirl

e
vid

ata
d
o

G
PE
M
Depth
MP data
PC EG a
M / ud
AC io
3 s data
ou /
nd
compressed
MPEG
data substreams

video decoder threads
video decoder threads
video decoder threads
mpeg2dec_thread
mpeg2dec_thread
mpeg2dec_thread

Z/Alpha decoder threads
Z/Alpha decoder threads
Z/Alpha
decoder threads
zalpha_thread
zalpha_thread
zalpha_thread
sound decoder thread
sound_thread
arbiter threads

Figure 4.2: thread hierarchy inside one decoder process. The italic names are the function names in the sourcecode.

This is described more thoroughly in the next subchapters.

It is important to note that the video and Z/Alpha threads are both parallelized in
themselves, which allows them to take care of several pictures at the same time
(Z/Alpha) or stripe one image for decoding over several threads (Video).

4.4.

Demultiplexer thread
The demultiplexer thread handles the incoming MPEG file, and divides it into the data
packets that comprise the video, audio and Z/Alpha data substreams. It feeds these data
packets to the corresponding arbiter threads. The demultiplexer threads is also the main
thread, responsible for communication with the supervising texmpeg library. It stops,
pauses and resumes playback, seeks through MPEG files, allocates framebuffers and
reports errors to texmpeg.

4.5.

Audio thread
The audio thread takes care of the audio data substream and the audio output device. It
converts the incoming audio data to a format appropiate for audio output. This incoming
data can arrive in different formats: MPEG audio layer II or III, AC3 compressed
sound, or uncompressed LPCM sound. Uncompressed sound is fed directly to the audio
output device, after a possible byte endianness conversion. MPEG audio layer data is
decompressed with the libmad library, and then fed to the audio output. AC3
compressed data, which is independent of the number of output channels, is fed to the
libac3 library, and decompressed to a format compatible with the number of audio
output channels.
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4.6.

Z/Alpha threads
The Z/Alpha threads extract the encoded PNG image with its attached attributes, and
send it to libpng for decoding. Afterwards the depth image and/or Alpha image and the
attached attributes are sent to the application.
Several Z/Alpha arbiter threads can be active at the same time, and decode several
images in parallel. An interlocking mechanism ensures the correct image order on the
application side.
Attached attributes can be the camera position and orientation, the frame number and
the minimum and maximum depth encoded in the image. More will be specified in later
versions of the mza data format.
Alpha and depth values are in 16 bit or 8 bit integer format, depending on application
request.

4.7.

Video threads
The video threads take care of the MPEG video substream. The video threads are fed by
the demultiplexer thread. Each thread receives a full copy of the data stream, but it
decodes only a portion (a horizontal stripe) of the final video.

App receives:

Thread 1

MPEG
video data
from
demultiplexer

Thread 2

internal
resync

Thread 3

Figure 4.3: Principle of MPEG2 video decoder parallelization by horizontal striping, aka „slicing“.

First the frames are decompressed into Y/U/V planes with the help of the libmpeg2
library. The Y plane, containing the luminance/grayscale information, has full video
resolution, while the U and V planes only have half of the video resolution (YUV 4:1:1
sampling). Normally, this would be sufficient to display the video in a window on most
modern graphics cards. But since TexMPEG is mainly intended for 3D applications, it
converts the Y/U/V planes to a common format accepted by OpenGL, the component
pixel representation. Each pixel is comprised of a Y, U and V component (which means
that the number of U and V components has to be quadrupled) or an R, G and B
component.
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These two options are available because the application may have means to let the
graphics card convert the YUV pixel format to RGB without the use of CPU power.
One method is to use an OpenGL extension called EXT_color_matrix. This OpenGL
color matrix extension is able to transform pixels that are downloaded to the graphics
card via a 4 x 4 conversion matrix, and, with the appropiate formula, a YUV RGB
conversion can be achieved.


The standard formula for YUV->RGB conversion is
R
G
B






Y
Y
Y






1.40200 U
0.344136 U
1. 7 72 0 0 U


0. 7 14 1 3 6 V

which results in the OpenGL color matrix
static GLfloat Matrix_YUV2RGB[16] =
{
1,
1,
1,
0,
0,
-0.344136, 1.773, 0,
1.402, -0.714136, 0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0
};

4.8.

Future extensions
Several future extensions of the library and the underlying data format have been
proposed.
A very important issue is to improve the compression of MPEG Z/Alpha with more
sophisticated compression algorithms, like the one demonstrated in [chaibing] that uses
JPEG2000 feature tagging mechanism to compress object edges less than object
interior. This would allow the use of lossy depth data compression with reasonable
decompression results. Another article from the same group, [chaibing2], suggests
converting the depth map data into a sparse mesh of triangles that can be Huffman
encoded efficiently. This would compress the linear depth of even surfaces in the scene
excellently and greatly improve the decoder's drawing speed.
A very important step to the widespread use of the MPEG Z/Alpha format is the
availability of encoders and decoders.
Therefore it is highly desirable to create codecs that utilize a common API, like
OpenML, digitalMedia SDK, GStreamer or similar.
This would remove the need for a complete MPEG2 decoder architecture, and would
modularize the decoder exactly the same way as is already the case for the encoder
stage.
The same is valid for parallel video decompression. Video slicing is a method that could
be of widespread use for multi-CPU visualization computers, and should therefore be
provided as a codec in one of the mentioned API:s.
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5.

Applications
This chapter describes the different test applications that have been published together
with TexMPEG. Their purpose is to educate developers on the possible uses of the
library and to demonstrate the library's capabilities.
This chapter provides only a short overview over these applications. More information
on the application usage can be found in the program documentation on
[texmpeg_online], [TexMPEG Doxygen] and [mza_online].

5.1.

Glsert
Glsert is intended as simple OpenGL playback demonstration code. It is an OpenGL
application that displays MPEG2 video on a textured, flat rectangle that can be moved
in space with the left mouse button, utilizing the GLUT library.
Glsert would basically be able to handle MPEG Z/Alpha, too, but requires different
OpenGL drawing code to do so.
The texmpeg library parameters are hardcoded to keep the source simple; but basically
all library options, including video decoder threading, can be used in this application.

Figure 5.1: The example OpenGL surface, rectangular and
textured, displaying an MPEG2 video file.
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5.2.

Desert
Desert is a full scale OpenPerformer application, used to demonstrate the decoding of
MPEG Z/Alpha streams, and the usage of Performer in conjunction with texmpeg.
Its command line interface accesses nearly all of texmpeg's functionality.
Currently, the video and its depth information is drawn as textured OpenGL lines, an
approach that is possible on all OpenGL capable graphics cards, including the SGI
Onyx. In the future it would be interesting to see a Vertex Shader or displacement map
implementation, like the ones available on Matrox, NVidia and ATI graphics cards for
the PC.
Navigation is based on a kind of fly-mode – the user can move into and out of the
picture, accelerating and deccelerating with the left and right mouse button,
respectively.

Figure 5.3: Playing two MPEG-1 videos as two rectangular,
textured OpenGL surfaces

Figure 5.2: Playing an MPEG Z/Alpha movie, the rendering of a
head, as OpenGL relief surface
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5.3.

Pansert
Pansert is an OpenPerformer application, and mostly based on the same source code as
Desert. It provides the following two features:


It demonstrates the frame synchronized playback of several video files.
Panoramic views of a scene consist of several camera shots taken from the same
position, at the same time, but with different camera heading.
Frame synchronous playback means that frames, stored at the same media time in
several movies, are also played at the same time.
A panoramic movie usually consists of several partial views, each one stored in a
single video file (here: an MPEG file). Pansert plays thus the partial video files frame
synchronously to create the illusion of a continous and perspectivically correct
canvas.

Figure 5.4: Panoramic MPEG movie, 3 times 1024 x768, in frame synchronous playback
on an SGI Onyx at the VR-theatre of RC Groningen, NL
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It generates a curved OpenGL surface that resembles a VR-theatre, to play high
resolution MPEG movies (see chapter 1.4, page 6, for an overview over the VR
theatre components).

Figure 5.5: Playback of high resolution MPEG (2160x576) with 25 frames/s,
3 overlapping screens, on an SGI Onyx at the VR-theatre in RC Groningen, NL

High resolution MPEG movies lie beyond the HDTV definition (1920x1280) and are
rarely used. They can usually only be encoded by specially prepared encoders, like the
latest mpeg2enc mentioned in chapter , page .
Usually, such MPEG movie files are of little use, as there are few CPUs that can decode
such high resolution movies in full framerate. Besides, there is usually no screen
available to show movies in such high resolutions.
The texmpeg decoder's video threading is able to decode such movies in full framerate
on multi-CPU, shared memory systems like the SGI Onyx. The attached VR-theatre is
able to display the movie in its intended high resolution, and nearly fills the viewers
field of view (it provides a FOV of 160 degrees).
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6.

Implementation overview
This chapter gives a rough impression of the steps involved in the development of the
software. It reviews the preconditions that led to the start of this project, states
important design decisions, and summarizes a number of problems that emerged during
development, and how these were resolved. More detailed information can be found in
[TexMPEG Doxygen].

6.1.

Encoder part

6.1.1.

rpf2yuv
rpf2yuv has been built in the spirit of the MJPEGTools' modularization approach. It
is based on sourcecode from jpeg2yuv, a tool earlier written by the author.
jpeg2yuv is able to read a sequence of image files, and convert them to a
YUV4MPEG data stream.
The file format reader for the RPF format is a novelty, there has been no known reader
for a UNIX compatible operating system before. The reading routines are based on the
original sourcecode that was provided with the 3D Studio MAX SDK by Discreet.
These routines usually require a Microsoft Windows environment and the 3DS MAX
core DLLs to work, but the author redefined the data types, and simulated all required
C++ image classes to such an extent that the same basic RPF reader routines could be
run in Linux instead.
Towards the end of the diploma thesis, the RPF reader routines were cleansed of
endianness problems, and rpf2yuv can now run on big endianness machines like the
SGI Onyx, too.
Discreet has kindly granted permissions to re-release the modified source code under
GPL (GNU Public License).

6.1.2.

png2yuv
has not been mentioned, but was also created during the time of this diploma thesis. It is
a tool to read PNG image sequences and convert them into a YUV4MPEG data stream,
just like jpeg2yuv. Its purpose is to provide a lossless image format for encoding
MPEG2 video stream. pnm2yuv, a tool for the uncompressed image format PNM, has
provided this service before, but png2yuv is superior since a PNG image sequence is
stored in a compressed harddisc format.

6.1.3.

mplex
mplex, the MJPEGTools' MPEG data stream multiplexer, was adopted to handle
Z/Alpha data substreams. mplex' internal software architecture is highly objectoriented and well documented, and it was thus relatively easy to add new data streams
to the multiplexing process.
Necessary modifications were: Identification of a Z/Alpha stream, header analysis,
access unit identification (or: identification of the data offset for each image frame
inside the stream), variable stream adjustment and presentation time stamp calculation.
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6.1.4.

mpeg2enc
mpeg2enc required only modifications for high resolution MPEG. The original
version did not accept streams in resolutions larger than HDTV resolution (1920x1080).
Luckily, mpeg2enc was already able to encode high resolution after the deactivation
of this formal restrictions. Therefore, only the command line option --noconstraints was added to allow easy deactivation of these stream resolution
checks.

6.2.

Decoder part

6.2.1.

Import of mplayer source code
libmpeg2 did not contain any stream demultiplexer, and therefore it was necessary to
either develop a new demultiplexer or to take other open source demultiplexers.
As the author did not want to concentrate on audio decoding. One open source code was
regarded most suitable to import for this purpose:
The choice fell on MPlayer 0.17, an early, simpler version of the versatile Linux video
player Mplayer 0.90, see [mplayer_online].
The import of the demultiplexer routines implied the import of a slew of other source
code files from the original Mplayer source base. Although the integration of these files
into texmpeg took a considerable amount of time, it turned out that most of them were
useful in a later stage of development.

6.2.2.

whirl_mpeg
whirl_mpeg contains the demultiplexer thread, which hands on data substreams to the
different threads and receives control information from the texmpeg library.
whirl_mpeg contains actually two demultiplexers:
One was directly imported from libmpeg2's mpeg2dec.c to handle streams without
sound or stream seeking. It has been used for testing purposes.




The other one is mplayer's full blown demultiplexer. It is able to handle all standard
audio formats that can be embedded as an MPEG audio data substream, and detects
all necessary MPEG video stream parameters automatically.

It is important to note that all of whirl_mpeg's code runs in a separate process. The
texmpeg library creates a new instance of whirl_mpeg for every MPEG video file that is
about to be played.
6.2.3.

libmpeg2: video parallelization extension (horizontal striping)
Horizontal striping for libmpeg2 was originally created by Patric Ljung. He had created
a patch for libmpeg2 v0.2.0 that allowed parallel threads with separate libmpeg2
handles to share the decoding of video frames into one unified frame buffer. An
important restriction is that MPEG2 decoding by itself still has to happen in all involved
threads, it is the macroblock decoding that happens only if the thread is told to write in
a frame buffer region. The parallelization is thus incomplete, but proved to be a good
compromise in development time versus parallelization issues.
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The request for presentation time stamp handling required a libmpeg2 upgrade to
version 0.2.1. Patric Ljung's patch proved to be inapplicable due to heavy modifications
in libmpeg2's internal software architecture. Therefore, a new patch was engineered by
the author through reverse engineering and reintegration with libmpeg2 0.2.1. Michel
Lespinasse, libmpeg2's main developer, later accepted the proposed patch and
integrated it into the CVS version of the library.
Libmpeg2 0.3.0 is thus now able to decode MPEG2 video files using video thread
parallelization.
6.2.4.

video_vtex
The video texture output plugin, video_vtex.h and video_vtex.cc, was also originally
created by Patric Ljung, but later heavily modified by the author. It was responsible for
letting libmpeg2 0.2.0 write the decoded video frames into memory instead of
outputting it directly to the screen.
The API changes in libmpeg2 0.2.1 made video_vtex obsolete. However, later
development showed that the YUV→RGB conversion (a color space conversion) still
could not be handled with libmpeg2's own routines if video thread parallelization was
requested at the same time.
Therefore, video_vtex is still used for color conversion purposes.

6.2.5.

texmpeg2
texmpeg2.h and texmpeg2.cc form TexMPEG's API towards the application.
It is responsible for texmpeg's handle initialization, which means that it allocates shared
memory for the frame buffers and communication variables that will control the
whirl_mpeg decoder thread for one MPEG file.
Functions as starting, stopping, pausing of MPEG file playback and seeking in the file is
implemented here, too.
texmpeg2.cc starts the MPEG decoder process in whirl_mpeg and kills this process
when playback is done or when playback should be stopped ahead of the end of the
MPEG file.
During playback, texmpeg2.cc hands decoded video and Z/Alpha frames over to the
application. Synchronization with process semaphores ensures that no frame buffer
corruption occurs. Since texmpeg2.cc provides direct pointers to the shared memory
frame buffers that contain the decoded video, it is the application's responsibility to
return these frame buffer pointers to the decoder if they are not used anymore.

6.2.6.

Video and Z/Alpha thread parallelization in detail
Both video and Z/Alpha thread parallelization is accomplished under the cooperation of
texmpeg2.cc and the decoder threads mpeg2dec_thread (video) and zalpha_thread
(Z/Alpha), contained in whirl_mpeg.cc.
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The principle is as follows for video decoding:
During initialization, the number of video threads and the video size is determined.
Each video thread is assigned a region to decode to, a horizontal stripe with a certain
starting and ending line. One mpeg2dec handle is created for each video thread. These
handles are totally independent of each other, except for the framebuffer pointers, which
all point to the same shared memory area.
During MPEG playback, the demultiplexer thread extracts the video data substream,
and feeds one copy to each of the video threads. The video threads pick up the stream,
and send it to the libmpeg2 library. There, the MPEG stream is decoded, but the striping
extension in libmpeg2 makes sure that only the requested horizontal video stripe is
written. Since all mpeg2dec handles share the same memory buffer, the final picture
will be a sum of each thread's horizontal stripe (see also Figure 4.2on page 19).
All threads have to run through a certain deliver routine in texmpeg2.cc after they have
finished decoding. This routine locks all threads until the last one has arrived, and
enqueues this video frame for delivery to the application. This ensures also that motion
compensation works correctly, since subsequent video frames could be based partially
on the one currently decoded. This implies that no thread is allowed to start decoding
the next video frame until the current one has been completed.
Z/Alpha decoding works similarly, but several Z/Alpha frames are decoded at once. For
each chunk of data worth one Z/Alpha frame, the next idle Z/Alpha decoder thread is
picked and fed with the data chunk, and triggered for decoding.
The thread will now independently acquire a Z/Alpha buffer to write to (the internal
texmpeg buffer queues ensure that this buffer matches with the current video frame),
and start decoding. When decoding is done, the Z/Alpha buffer is ready to be enqueued
for delivery to the application. But this does not happen until the predecessor Z/Alpha
thread is idle again - a locking mechanism which ensures that Z/Alpha frames are
delivered in the correct order to the application.
All this interaction between the threads needs to be synchronized with programming
primitives. For interaction inbetween the threads, pthread conditions and mutexes are
used. For interaction between the MPEG decoder and the application in regard of
exchanging frame buffers, UNIX semaphores are utilized.
6.2.7.

Framebuffer handling
The texmpeg library keeps four queues for each texmpeg handle, two for video and two
for Z/Alpha. Each one of them can hold as many buffers as there has been allocated.
Each one is implemented as a ringbuffer with a current writer's and reader's index and a
queue length indicator.
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video frame buffer indexes
"buffer drawn"

2 3 4 6 7
Recycle queue

Application

Deliver queue
"need buffer to draw"

1 5 0

"need buffer to decode to"

Decoder
threads
"buffer decoded"

Unused positions in the queue with max. 8 positions
Figure 6.1: The life cycle of a video frame buffer. Sketch of the buffer queues. Quoted text marks events that cause the transition of a
buffer.

Only one pair of deliver and recycle queue is explained, they work identically for video
and Z/Alpha frames. The term "Video frame" is used here in the same context as "buffer
index", as both point to the same data in main memory.
After initialization, all frame buffers are empty. Therefore, the deliver queue is
initialized as empty, and the recycle queue filled with all buffer indexes. Each time the
decoder threads start decoding a new frame, they request a buffer index from the recycle
queue. After they are all done decoding, the resulting frame is put in the deliver queue.
The next time the application wants to draw a frame, it calls texmpeg to check if a new
frame is available. If yes, the application receives a pointer to a video buffer, created by
reference in the video buffer memory array by the buffer index.
After the application is done drawing the frame, it returns the buffer index back into the
recycle queue.
The decoder threads always mark each frame with a PTS, a presentation time stamp,
that indicates at which media playback time the frame is supposed to be shown.
Special handling is available if audio/video sync is requested:
In that case, texmpeg acquires the current media time from the operating system. If the
timestamp of the next available video frame in the deliver queue is past the current
media time, the frame is immediately discarded. This means that the frame is not even
presented to the application, but instead immediately moved over to the recycle queue.
This is repeated until a fitting video frame is found or the deliver queue is empty (to
avoid blocking of the application).
This general solution had to be used for two reasons: First, both application and decoder
threads can hold several buffer indexes at once. Second, it is not guaranteed that the
buffers arrive in the same order as they have been requested by either the application or
the decoder threads.

6.2.8.

QuakeXFormer
QuakeXFormer is a C++ class for the definition of a movement model in the
OpenPerformer applications desert and pansert.
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It allows the user to make the camera view directly follow mouse pointer movement,
and to accelerate and deccelerate with the left and right mouse button. A press on space
or the middle mouse button stops the movement. A press on 'r' resets the view.
QuakeXFormer's source code is based on OpenPerformer's freely available source for
their widely used Fly movement model.
6.2.9.

dec_audio.c
dec_audio.c is part of the mplayer source code. Its purpose is the identification and
playback of audio streams that are provided by the demultiplexer thread.
The source has been heavily modified to handle MPEG audio substreams with libmad, a
standard open source MPEG audio decoder library, instead of with libmp3, an mplayerinternal variant of the MPEG audio decoder from mpg123, a UNIX command line
MPEG audio player.

6.2.10.

demux_mpeg.c, demuxer.c
These two files are also part of the mplayer source code. When MPEG Z/Alpha
decoding was introduced into texmpeg, it was necessary to make the demultiplexer
recognize the new data stream. This was ensured by modifications in the mentioned
files.
During the file reading process, the demultiplexer now sorts packets that belong to
Z/Alpha into a separate data substream handle, just like video and audio already were
separated before.

6.2.11.

Makefile, makedefs.linux, makedefs.irix
The OS specific parts are contained inside the makedefs.* files. These files contain path
and linking instructions for all the libraries that have to be linked with the applications.
They also make sure that the right compiler options are used.
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6.3.

Applications

6.3.1.

desert
desert.cc was the first application using the texmpeg library. Its purpose is to
demonstrate how MPEG2 video files and MPEG Z/Alpha files can be played in a 3D
environment.
The application utilizes OpenPerformer to set up the 3D environment, and is even able
to set up a VR-theatre's multipipe screen.
A 3D model can be loaded to demonstrate the basic principle of mixing 3D realtime
graphics in OpenPerformer with MPEG2 video textures.
It is equipped with QuakeXFormer to allow the user to steer through the scene.
The inner workings are as follows:
After command line parsing, 3D setup, optional 3D file loading and MPEG file
opening, a rectangle with a texture is defined. This rectangle is used as "video canvas",
hence the term "video textured rectangle".
Drawing callbacks are defined for the rectangle.
MPEG video playback is prepared with texmpeg (this spawns off a whirl_mpeg decoder
process with all the accompanying decoder threads). The returned video parameters
modify the video texture coordinates and size of the rectangle to fit the video's size and
aspect ratio.
In the main event loop, keyboard and mouse are checked. QuakeXFormer takes care of
the input that steers user movement in the scene. Now, the application checks if newly
decoded video frames are available. If this is the case, the new video frame is queued
for video texture upload.
Meanwhile, in the drawing process, the rectangle's drawing callback is called for every
scene redraw. It usually doesn't do anything special, except for the case where a new
video frame is available. If that happens, the enqueued video frame will be uploaded to
replace the rectangle's former texture content. Color conversion, as described in chapter
4 on page 17, may take place if the graphics hardware supports color matrices.
Otherwise it is expected that texmpeg already has converted the video frame to RGB
format.
Then the video frame is discarded and will later be returned to texmpeg by the
application main event loop.
For the decoding of MPEG Z/Alpha, the situation is different:
The main event loop behaves similarly, but a video frame is only regarded as ready, or
queueable, if it is accompanied by matching Z/Alpha data. Only in that case, video and
Z/Alpha are enqueued for the drawing callback.
As before, the rectangle's drawing callback is called for every scene redraw. The video
texture is uploaded as mentioned above. The difference lies in the drawing of the
rectangle, or rather the resulting surface.
The 3D surface of the video with Z/Alpha data is rendered as follows:
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The drawing callback utilizes a special OpenGL texturing mode, OpenGL texture
coordinate generation. In this mode, texture coordinates are calculated according to
world coordinates. The image pixel coordinates are now traversed in a loop from left to
right, top to bottom. Each horizontal line of pixels is now drawn as a 3D OpenGL line,
with a "depth displacement" according to the content of the depth map and x/y
according to the image coordinates. Color information is automatically retrieved via the
texture coordinates and thus the video texture.
It is important to mention that this is only one way of rendering video data with Z/Alpha
information. Texmpeg by itself does not force the application to use any special way of
rendering, and there is a high probability that other ways of rendering are more efficient
and/or yield higher image quality than this one, especially with the upcoming rise of
graphics hardware with builtin vertex shaders and displacement maps.
The advantage of this drawing method is horizontal interpolation of colors, and the
impression of a continous surface, if the lines are overlapping each other slightly.
Examples can be found in the figures in chapter 2.1 on relief textures, page 7, they have
been drawn with the same technique.
The disadvantage is that the illusion disappears when the user zooms in on the 3D
surface. This can only be fixed permanently through the use of polygon surfaces, but
current graphics and CPU hardware is too slow to handle the depth update of a 100.000
vertex mesh (half PAL resolution, 352x288) at e.g. 25 frames per second, let alone
MPEG Z/Alpha video at full resolution.
6.3.2.

pansert
Pansert is the counterpart to Desert in the VR-theatre. It is even able to show highresolution movies that cover the complete canvas, through the use of the same
parallelization techniques as Desert.
It also has the ability to play several movies synchronously in panorama mode.
Most of the solution approach is the same, at least for "plain" MPEG2 video files.
The difference lies in the geometry of the surface on which the video texture is
displayed: It is comprised of sections of a cylinder that resemble the theatre's canvas
geometry in the real world (see also chapter 1.4, page 6, on system hardware), and can
thus make the video cover the theatre canvas from exactly the upper left corner down to
the lower right corner.
Since the SGI Onyx graphics pipes would be overloaded with rapid texture uploads that
cause traffic with more than 100 MB/s, the video is divided into several parts, one for
each projector. In this VR-theatre's case, three cylinder segments were created that
exactly cover each projector's projection area on the canvas.
The idea is now to upload each movie segment only to the graphics pipe where it is
actually displayed, e.g. the first 720 horizontal pixels to the graphics pipe that feeds the
left projector.
Therefore, the drawing callbacks were modified to make each drawing callback only
download a portion of the video frame to the graphics pipe that displays this portion.
This ensures that for e.g. 2160x576 pixels, each graphics pipe only receives a texture
download of 720x576 pixels.
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New culling callbacks make each cylinder section only visible in the intended
projector/graphics pipe, which means that e.g. the cylinder section for the left video part
is only visible in the left projector. It becomes invisible if the 3D world is rotated in
such a way that this cylinder section would show in the middle or right projector's area.
This implies that Pansert can not be used to show high resolution MPEG in an arbitrary
3D environment, but future hardware development will probably overcome this
limitation, and make this function of Pansert obsolete.
The other difference lies in synchronous playback.
Instead of one high resolution movie, several movie files are used. Each of them
contains the video information that should be shown on one of the projectors, which
implies that the movie files' overlap area between the projectors has to match to avoid
ghost images and flicker.
Instead of initializing one MPEG file decoder, Pansert will now use several of them.
In the main event loop, Pansert will now pick up a video frame, but only if all of the
MPEG file decoders have decoded a new frame. If this happens from the movie start (as
it does here), and the MPEG video files are otherwise perfectly synchronized, the shown
video textures are perfectly in sync, too. Afterwards, the drawing callback uploads the
multiple video frames to the corresponding video textures.
Pansert is currently not able to display MPEG Z/Alpha (this would be hard due to the
uneven geometry of the 3D surface, which disallows the use of automatically generated
texture coordinates).
6.3.3.

glsert
glsert was created after the completion of the texmpeg API, and intends to demonstrate
the ease of mixing a normal OpenGL application with MPEG2 video playback.
Glsert is much less parallel and thus easier to understand than desert, since main event
loop and the scene drawing are done in one process.
Video texture pickup and return happens in the drawing process. Each time a redraw
occurs, texmpeg is called to check for a new video frame. If a new video frame is
available, it is downloaded to texture memory via the OpenGL call glTexSubImage2D.
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7.

Future applications
This chapter gives a rough impression of the future applications of MPEG Z/Alpha and
high-res MPEG.

7.1.

Simulator
A simulator's purpose is to render a human's natural surroundings as realistic as
possible. Movies with depth information allow real-time intersection between a
complex, pre-rendered or pre-recorded background (see Synthetic depth maps and
Image Based depth map acquisition) and real-time 3D graphics. One example could be a
tank simulator where the forest background is rendered as MPEG Z/Alpha movie, and
rendered enemy objects move out of the forest during the simulation.
Panoramic, high resolution movies are able to cover the user's field of view completely
with realistic background animation, resulting in an intensified immersive experience. A
car simulation can use prerendered or prerecorded panoramic movie files to create a
realistic impression of a simulated town.
MPEG Z/Alpha movies are also capable of storing the depth maps' position in 3D space,
allowing the depth map to be projected/animated into different positions in simulator
space. This could be used for detailed 3D objects that are unnecessary for the
simulator's basic operation, but crucial for a realistic, immersive user experience. Birds
or moving cars come to mind as an example for such objects.

7.2.

Z-Cam
The Z-Cam, as already mentioned in 1.2.5, page 4, is capable of acquiring depth maps
and the corresponding video images in real time.
Up to now, there is no video format that can store depth information as a data stream in
an MPEG2 program stream, and depth maps and video thus have to be stored
separately.
MPEG Z/Alpha allows the concurrent storage of all data substreams in one video file,
easy to transmit and to store for later use in a storage-efficient manner.

7.3.

Realtime video compositing
Usually, several video layers are composited based on color-keying or
alpha/transparency information.
But this does not allow the intersection of objects from separate video layers. Objects
can only be arranged in layers on top of each other, or show through because of the
transparency settings of one of the objects. Every intercut between two objects has to be
hand-edited, a very time-intensive job, especially in cases like objects submerging into
curved surfaces (see Figure 1.1).
MPEG Z/Alpha video improves this situation. Several MPEG Z/Alpha videos can be
overlaid on top of each other and still intersect correctly. This can vastly improve the
time required for advanced video compositing. The difference to using a sequence of
RPF images for this purpose is the efficient storage of the video data.
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7.4.

Augmented reality
Augmented reality is based on the idea of overlaying real-time computer graphics onto a
users view of the real world in everyday's life. To be able to overlay the real world
imagery, the computer needs to have depth maps on the available surroundings.
While this has nothing to do with depth map storage,MPEG Z/Alpha can provide the
perfect video format for augmented reality research, providing easily distributable
recordings of simulated/real world „walkthroughs“ that can be used to test different
prototypes of augmented reality graphics overlay software.

Figure 7.1: Augmented reality overlaying 3D graphics (former statues and structure
elements) into real life views
(http://www.esat.kuleuven.ac.be/psi/visics/research/projects/images_flemish/augm.jpg)

7.5.

3D television
A video image with an according depth map can be transformed to be viewed from
different angles (this has already mentioned in chapter 2.2, page 9). Stereo display data
can thus easily be reproduced by image-based rotation of the image and its depth map,
as demonstrated with the rendered head model in Figure 2.1 .
MPEG Z/Alpha thus provides a framework for the transmission of 3D-content, with the
advantage that normal MPEG2 decoders already on the market are still able to decode
the video information and can safely ignore the depth data.
The advantage is a reduction in bit rate, since only one complete image and its depth
map is transmitted. If the depth map can be compressed well, and that is possible with
newer technologies, it takes less bandwidth than an MPEG stereo stream, since the
current MPEG standard does not allow correlation compression of stereo images.
It is also possible to make the decoder track the eye position, and create new views of
the shown object.
The disadvantage lies in the more expensive decoder hardware. The decoder must be
able to warp the images according to the view point, which requires more computing
power than to display two stereo images.
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8.

Conclusions
The combination of research and implementation has explored both theoretical and
practical issues in this diploma thesis, and led to the following conclusions.
MPEG2 proven to be an extensible format.
The package structure and data substream principle allows applications to store new
data in MPEG2 streams. The MPEG2 specification provides all the advantages of time
stamps and multiplexing to the new stream, and does not impose any other constraints
than the avoidance of certain byte combinations (that represent reserved MPEG
synchronization tags).
PNG approach feasible for depth map encoding.
The PNG image format proved to be general enough to accommodate all the necessary
requirements of depth map storage.
Storage in this format is admittedly not the most efficient regarding space requirements,
but emerged as a good choice as implementation time and decoding parallelization were
taken into account as well.
Use of existing Open source accelerates prototype development.
The development time of this rather complex software project shows the superiority of
using Open source libraries and software to the complete in-house development
approach.
Certainly, the Open Source code used in this software sometimes had to be heavily
modified to fulfill the author's needs, but the work already done and the possibility to
discuss the work with the open source developers proved to be very efficient in matters
of implementation time.
The author's previous involvement has also given him access to qualified contacts with
highly experienced MPEG codec developers.
Further, some of the extensions made have found their way back into these open source
projects, and will be maintained, tested and developed independently of the author's
future efforts in this area.
API separation worth the effort.
The API separation of TexMPEG from the application decouples the decoding of the
video image from the virtual canvas on which the video is shown afterwards.
TexMPEG thus provides application-independent MPEG decoding with a wide range of
applications, from panoramic MPEG playback to realtime video compositing.
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Parallelization approach proven to deliver extensive multi-CPU utilization in a shared
memory system.
The available SGI supercomputer had 16 CPUs, but each of them had only 500 Mhz. A
single one of these CPUs would have been too weak to handle DVD PAL resolution
video at 720x576, and so a video decoder parallelization solution had to be found.
This solution proved to scale very well, since MPEG2 video streams can be easily
decoded independently in horizontal stripes by several CPUs, as long as all CPUs have
access to the same framebuffer.
It has to be mentioned, though, that video decoder parallelization is not a standard in
common libraries and thus requires a considerable amount of effort. Therefore it can
only be justified if no other system hardware is available.
Process parallelization easier to debug than thread parallelization.
Process parallelization between the MPEG file decoder processes proved to be a good
decision. Virtually no extra debugging effort was necessary when TexMPEG was
instructed to decode several MPEG files in parallel for the first time.
Threads are admittedly more lightweight and easier to administrate than processes. But
this ease of use comes with a lot of responsibility. Since the complete process memory
space is shared between the threads, it seems to be easy to divide a chunk of source
code into several threads. But if the code accesses the same variables simultaneously, all
kinds of unexpected behaviour can arise.
Process parallelization, on the other side, does not work "out of the box" and must thus
be designed "consciously". This forces the programmer to more consideration when a
new process is introduced. If source code that formerly ran in one process is splitted
into two, there is always the risk of cross-accessing different variables. All access to
variables that have not been explicitly shared between processes cause immediate
segmentation faults, and help the programmer to find such errors quickly.
Libraries that use global variables are usually not thread-safe, but can always
parallelized with processes.
The author has realized during the development of this software that processes and
threads both have their advantages and disadvantages, and both are tools of equal values
that should be chosen and used with great care, even if they seem to be easy to use at
first.
Further, the programmer should not underestimate the added complexity of parallel
programming. Sometimes the disadvantages outweigh the advantages.
If it wasn't for the SGI supercomputer and other machines with weak single CPUs, but a
strong collaborative hardware, the author would not recommend future investigations
into video decoder parallelization to others. The increased demand for HDTV playback,
the upcoming CPU hyperthreading and the rise of cheap, 64-bit multi-CPU systems
could change this prediction, though, and make parallel video decoders practicable in
video editing workstations.
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9.

Common terms
alpha data
The opacity component of a pixel, where 1.0 is completely opaque, and 0.0 completely
transparent.
API
Application Programming Interface. A set of programming language function calls that
enable an application to build on other program file's functionality.
codec
Short for: Encoder/Decoder.
CAVE
Computer Aided Virtual Environment. An immersive virtual reality environment in the
form of a projection wall room. Uses head-tracking and 3D vision equipment.
CPU
Central processing unit, synonymous for a PC's main processor.
data substream
A data stream in a file that can hold one type of data, e.g. audio data.
data packet
A data packet encapsulates a chunk of data from a substream. An audio data packet can
e.g. contain 2100 bytes of audio data.
float
Abbreviation for "floating point value"
frame buffer
The computer memory that is used for video data to display.
HDTV
High Definition Television. An extended, analog video broadcasting standard, superior
to the PAL and NTSC video formats. Several resolutions have been specified; the
highest possible resolution lies at 1920x1080.
Image Based Rendering (IBR)
Quote from [mit_ibr]:
Instead, image-based systems represent scenes using a set of reference images that are
manipulated and combined to synthesize new views. In an image-based system these
new views are generated without an explicit appeal to an underlying geometric
representation.
integer
Abbreviation for "integer value"
MPEG
Motion Picture Expert Group, an international standardization group of researchers and
companies. Also used synonymously for the video files that this group has standardized
(see also MPEG2).
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MPEG2
The second video format specification from the MPEG group, designed to handle all
common broadcasting formats. Modular, based on DCT (discrete cosinus transform)
and Huffman encoding.
MPEG program stream/MPEG system stream
The exact name for the final video file, commonly known as "MPEG video". It contains
data packets from all data substreams: audio, video, subtitles and other data.
MPEG Z/Alpha
The name stands for MPEG2 video with Z and alpha/transparency data.
It is the video format described in this thesis.
Open source (software)
A term for software built from program source code that is freely available for
modification.
OpenGL
Open Graphics Language. A common C API standard for the (real-time) rendering of
computer graphics.
pixel
Picture element, one image element of a digital image
PNG
Portable Network Graphics. A lossless image compression format for all kinds of image
formats up to 16-bit RGB/Alpha components.
process
A running program file in the computer's memory.
shared memory
A chunk of memory that is accessible from either several processes, or several CPUs.
synchronization tags
A combination of byte values that allow an MPEG decoder to resynchronize its internal
data packet demultiplexer after data corruption in the MPEG file.
Thread
A line of execution inside a process. Multi-threaded programs can run several lines of
execution, to increase . Threads can access all of the processes' memory.
RGBA
Red Green Blue Alpha – the RGB and alpha components of a pixel.
RGB
Red Green Blue – the color components of one image pixel.
YUV/YCbCr
Alternative color space for image representation. Widely used in video encoding
formats. Y stands for the luminance (grayscale) component, U (or Cb) and V (or Cr)
resemble the color component of an image pixel.
YUV 4:1:1 subsampling
Reduced image representation where one U and V (color) pixel covers the area of four
Y (luminance) pixels. Exploits the human eyes' limited sensitivity for color information.
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